**Handprint Flamingo**

Make a fun paper flamingo using your handprint and this attached template!

**What you need:**
- Printout of attached template
- Yellow and pink paper
- Scissors
- Pen or pencil

**What to do:**
1. Print out the attached template.
2. Cut out the flamingo neck, beak, and two legs from the template.
3. Trace the neck on pink paper, and the beak and legs on yellow paper.
4. Cut out the flamingo neck, beak, and two legs from the colored paper.
5. Using a full sheet of pink paper, trace your handprint. Make sure your fingers are slightly spread apart.
6. Cut out your handprint.
7. Assemble your flamingo! The handprint is the body; turn it sidewise so the fingers look like feathers. Glue the beak on the neck, and the legs to the bottom. See the photo attached for reference.
8. Display your flamingo proudly!

---

Tune in today to Como Live on Facebook at 1:30pm to see how our flamingos move out to the bird yard!
Flamingo Neck (pink)

Flamingo Beak (yellow)

Flamingo Legs (yellow)